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Introduction. Let A be a space. We are interested in the question

whether or not the loop space QX and the suspension SA are homo-

topy commutative, that is whether or not nil A^l, conil X^l re-

spectively. Let i: X b X—>X\/X be the fibre of the inclusion/: X\/X

—>AXA. Let V: X\JX^>X be the folding map. Then in [3], Ganea,

Hilton and Peterson proved the following

Theorem 1. Let X be 1-connected. Then nil A^l i/ and only i/

Vi=0.

Dually, let q: XXX—>XAX be the cofibre of the inclusion/, and

let A:I->IXI be the diagonal map. Let e': AAA^QS(XAA) be
the canonical imbedding. Then in [3], the authors also proved

Theorem 2. Let X be o-connected. Then conil X^l i/ and only i/

e'qA=0.

This paper represents an attempt to understand these theorems.

Let c: Q(XVX)xn(XVX)^n(XVX) be the commutator map. We

shall define below a map c: 2(£LYXfiA)—>A\/A obtained from c.

Applying the co-Hopf construction, we have a map 77(c): 02 (SIX X SIX)

—>&(X b X). Then we prove

Theorem 3. c = tt(Vi)H(c)e': £LY X OA—>QA, the commutator map.

We observe, of course, that the condition for nil A^ 1 is precisely

c = 0. Dually, let c':2(IXI)-»S(IXI)V2(IXI) be the cocom-
mutator map. This gives a map c!: yXX->0(SJV2A'). The Hopf

construction then gives a map J(c'): 2(AAA)—>2ft(2XV2X). Let

e: 2i2(2AV2A)—>2AV2A be the map having laixxysx) as its ad-

joint. Let us denote the cocommutator product 2A—»2A V2A by c'

also. The condition for conil X ^ 1 is precisely c' = 0. We prove

Theorem 4. c' = eJ(e')7>(qA):2X-*ZX\/2X.

We work in the category of spaces with base point and having the

homotopy type of countable CW-complexes. For simplicity, we shall

frequently use the same symbol for a map and its homotopy class.
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1. Let A, B he spaces. We have the fibration A b B A AyB

-L>AXB. We can find a map X- 0(4 X.B)->0(ylV-B) such that
(0/)%— la(AxB)- In fact we can take x = WaPa) + ^(IbPb) where pA, Pb

are the projections of AXB onto the factors and iA'-A—*A\JB,

iB: B—>A\/B are the inclusions. The exact sequence of the fibration

now shows that there exists a unique element [g] E [0(/l V B),

QiA b B)] such that la(AVB) = i^i)g+xi^j).

Now for any space X and a map/: A—>A \/B we can form the map

7F(/)=g(0/):0X-*0(.4 b73). We shall call this the co-Hopf con-
struction. The element [H(f) ] is the unique element of [QX, 0(4 b B) ]

satisfying [0/] = (0i)# [HiJ) ] + [x0(jf/) ] = (Qt)# [77(f) ] + [0(i^/) ] +
[fi(iij7ris/)] where x^: A\JB-*A, irB: A\JB^>B are induced by the

projections onto the factors.

For spaces X, Y we have a bijection t: [SA, F]—►[X, OF] which

takes each map to its adjoint. Suppose A is a given space. We have a

projection £:20X—>X such that rip) = lax- Let pi = iip, p2 = i2p

where ii, ii: X—>XVX are the injections in the first and second copies

of A respectively. Let c: 0(XVX)XO(XVX)->0(XVX) be the
commutator map. Then we can form the map c = r_1 jc(r(pi) Xr(p2))} :

2(0XX0X)->XVX. It is now easily verified that Vc=T~1ic). The

co-Hopf construction, applied to c, gives an element 77(c): 122 (OX XOX)

-► 0(X b A). Let e'lillXQI^ 02 (OX X OX) be such that
e'=r(l2(axxax)). It is easily seen that 0(r-J(c))e' = c: OXXOX—>0X,

the commutator map. Since Vc = t-_1(c), Theorem 3 follows immedi-

ately from

Theorem 5. O(Vc) = O(V077(cj: 02(0XX0X)->0X.

Proof. 77(c) satisfies Oc = (Oi)77(c)+0(/i7ric)+0(i2?r2c) where

7Ti, ir2: XVX—>X are induced by the projections onto the factors, and

ii, ii: X—»XVX are the imbeddings in the first and second copies of

X respectively. We have 0( Vc) = 0( Vi)77(c) + 0( ViiTTic) +0(\7i2ir2c).

Let (/> be the loop multiplication on OX and p. the loop inverse. Then

a simple check shows thatr( V*'i7nc) =qb {<£(1 X*) A Xq>(l X*) Am} Afi

where A is the diagonal map and r\\ OXXOX—»0X is the projection

onto the first factor. Since 0(1 X*)A=^1 and $(1Xm)A^*, we have

t(V*i7Tic)=0. Hence Vii7Ti<; = 0. Similarly Vi2ir2c = 0. It follows then

that 0( Vc) = 0( Vi)77(c).

Theorems 1 and 3 are the immediate

Corollary. Let X be 1-connected. If 0( Vi) =0, then Vi = 0.

Remark. In [3], it is shown that there exist maps a, b such that

ba = 1, ib = c. It is clear from the above that 77(c) = 06.
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2. We now dualise. Let px, p2: XXX—>X be the projections, and

let e{ = e'pi where e': A—>£22X is the canonical imbedding. Let c' be

the cocommutator map 2(IXI)-^2(IXI)V2(IXI). Let c'

= r {(r-^ex) V T-^eJW}: X X X -> Q&X V 2X). Then c'A =t(c')
where A is the diagonal map.

Let A, B be spaces. We consider the cofibration A\/Bl+ AXB

1+AAB. There exists a map p: 2(AXB)^>2(A\/B) such that

p(2j)~l2(AvB). The exact sequence of the cofibration now shows that

(2g)# is a monomorphism. Dual to the above, we now see that there

exists a unique element [d]E[2(AAB), 2(^4X7?)] satisfying

U(AxB)=d(2q) + (2j)p.

Given a map/: A XB^X we can now define J(J) = (Z/)d: 2(A AB)

—>2X. We shall call /(/) the map obtained from / by the Hopf con-

struction. The element [/(/)] is the unique element satisfying [2/]

= (2g)#[/(/)] + [2(Jj)p] = (2g)#[/(/)] + [2(/jpA)] + [2(/jpB)] where
Pa, Pb: AXB^>A\J'B are induced by the projections onto the first

and second coordinates respectively. We can now consider the ele-

ment /(<;'): 2(AAX)^2fi(2AV2A). We have /(c')2(?A), 2(c'A):
2A^2fi(2AV2A). Let e: 2S2(2AV2A)^2AV2X be such that
r(e) = ln(2xV2X). Let c': 2A—>2AV2A be the cocommutator map.

It is now easily checked that e2(r(c')) =c'. Since c'A =r(c'). Theorem

4 follows immediately from

Theorem 6. 2(c'A) = /(c')2(3A):2A^212(2AV2A).

Proof. The proof is completely dual to that of Theorem 5, and we

shall omit it.

Remark 1. In [3], it is shown that we can find maps a', b' such

that b'a' = l, a'e'q = c'. It is easily seen that J(c') =2(oV).

Remark 2. Theorems 3 and 4 give other conditions for nil A'gl,

conil A^l respectively, namely whenever some combination of fac-

tors in the factorizations of c, c' is null-homotopic.
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